Permanent, Perpetual Antimicrobial Surface and Air Protection

It’s Multifunctional
PermaSafe provides all of the surface, stain and UV ray protection of a typical automotive Upholstery and Carpet Protectant, PLUS passenger cabin disinfection AND long-term microbial protection.

It’s Uniquely Antimicrobial
It continuously eliminates harmful microorganisms via a patented “electro-mechanical” process, without the use of harmful chemicals.

It’s Permanent
PermaSafe can last and remain effective for the life of the surface to which it’s applied.

"Complete disinfection and long term antimicrobial protection"

Daycares
Schools
Gyms
Medical Facilities
Restaurants

EPA Approved
Non-Toxic
Child Safe
Pet Safe
24/7 Protection
Because traditional disinfectants kill germs by poisoning them with toxic chemicals, they are required to quickly evaporate to avoid also harming people & pets. Unfortunately, as soon as they disappear, so does their ability to kill germs.

PermaSafe not only disinfects, but also provides continuous antimicrobial protection via a proprietary “Electro-Mechanical” process that kills germs without the use of harmful chemicals ... and can last indefinitely.

Upon application, the patented active ingredient in PermaSafe permanently bonds with the surfaces to which it's applied.

As the protective coating dries, millions of positively-charged microscopic “spikes” form and extend from the surface.

Because bacteria, viruses and other microbes are negatively charged, they are electrostatically pulled onto the positively charged spikes and destroyed, as the spikes rupture their cell walls and electrocute them.

A BETTER WAY
The photographs to the right were captured through an Electron Microscope and display a treated surface and its bed of “Spikes” in action. These images reveal the arrival and partial destruction of E-Coli bacteria, as they are impaled and shocked by the antimicrobial spikes.

EPA Approved  Non-Toxic  Child Safe  Pet Safe  24/7 Protection
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PermaSafe is a Revolutionary, EPA Approved Antimicrobial Surface Protectant that SAFELY and CONTINUOUSLY eliminates germs, bacteria, viruses and other harmful microorganisms.

Uniquely Multifunctional, PermaSafe also preserves and protects the look, feel and smell of interior surfaces, from ceilings to carpets and everything in between.

- Eliminates 99.999% of Bacteria & Viruses, PLUS Fungi and other Harmful Microbes, Odors and Allergens
- Kills and Prevents Biofilm. Makes Interior Surfaces Antimicrobial & “Self-Sanitizing”
- Repels and Resists Staining from Liquids, Dirt and other Spills
- Disinfects and Continuously Sanitizes HVAC Systems & Ductwork. Perpetually Purifies the AIR.
- Seals, Protects and Adds Years of Life to Upholstery & Carpets
- Prevents Future Odors, Fading, Decay and UV Damage

LASTS INDEFINITELY & DOES IT ALL WITHOUT HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

WIDE ARRAY OF CUSTOMIZABLE APPLICATIONS AND TREATMENT OPTIONS

Contact: Info@RXspsp.com
Phone: 203.204.3883
The Significance of EPA Approval

PermaSafe CLEAN (Step 1) and PermaSafe SHIELD (Step 2) are both Antimicrobials, aka Disinfectants.

Because disinfectants kill living organisms, specifically microorganisms, they are considered “Pesticides,” and highly scrutinized and regulated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”).

Federal law requires all disinfectants / antimicrobials to undergo the EPA’s product Evaluation and Registration process before they can be offered for sale in the U.S. Disinfectant manufacturers are required to provide the EPA with extensive, certified third party testing results supporting all efficacy claims and compliance with the EPA’s many health, safety and performance standards.

The Significance of EPA Approval

In addition to the products themselves, the EPA also evaluates the language that appears on all such product labels, as well as any related marketing materials, to ensure the performance and effectiveness claims are accurate. Only efficacy claims that have been substantiated and approved by the EPA may be used.

Both PermaSafe CLEAN and PermaSafe SHIELD are EPA approved, as evidenced by the EPA Registration Numbers printed on each of their labels, indicating that both have successfully undergone the EPA’s rigorous Registration Process and will effectively perform consistent with their EPA approved efficacy claims.

If an approved disinfectant / antimicrobial doesn’t perform as claimed, the manufacturer is subject to criminal and civil penalties. In other words, if a product’s label displays “EPA APPROVED” or “EPA REGISTERED” and a Registration Number, you can rest assured it works.
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